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ABSTRACT
The Parameter Management Tool solves the problem of Interface Control Document (ICD)
tracking and versioning as well as providing a single source of truth for parameter definitions
and automated, modular, and extensible conversion between different ICD formats. Built on
open-source technologies like Python, Vue.js, and Docker, the Parameter Management Tool
(PMT) can be deployed on bare-metal Linux or Windows as well as running in a cloud-native
environment such as Kubernetes. PMT is a component of the Next-Gen Data Center under
development by the 412 TW at Edwards AFB.

INTRODUCTION
The process of converting raw data from a telemetry stream or recorded on-board an aircraft is
only as accurate and precise as the information required to make the conversion. For a typical
military aircraft this information is communicated through an Interface Control Document (ICD).
While some programs and tools can use machine-readable parameter definitions, the format of
this information is often contained in Microsoft Excel or Word, or in PDF format. This presents
versioning challenges as ICD revisions are released, while the lack of a consistent format makes
it difficult for test professionals to effectively reason about parameters of interest. We will
explain a sampling of machine-readable formats such as TMATS (Telemetry Attribute Transfer
Standard), CSV (Comma Separated Variable) as used in the DPS (Data Processing System)
software product, and YAML (Yet Another Markup Language) as used with the TIP (Translate,
Ingest, Parse) ingest tool. We will then show how we developed a means to efficiently and
effectively translate parameter definitions between the latter two formats. We will then show
how we evolved this system into a simple but powerful interface to solve the ICD versioning
problem while also providing a consistent single point of truth and creating transparency into
parameter definitions.

The First Problem Solved
One issue encountered in the larger sphere of the Next Generation Datacenter (NGDC) was the
variety of data ingest tools and accurately weighing pros and cons of different approaches. Two
candidates immediately presented themselves: DPS (which has an extensive history and a body
of known-good parameter libraries) and the newer TIP project from Hill AFB. TIP was built with
performance at the forefront and initially focused on MIL-STD-1553 as the key datatype. Since
that time other formats have been added such as video and ARINC-429, and support for other
common formats are in the works including Ethernet and fibre channel.
The problem then was how to find an "apples to apples" comparison and/or possible synergistic
approaches between the two. Since parameter definitions naturally have the same basic structure
(an offset, size, and an engineering unit (EU) conversion) and the base filetypes (CSV & YAML)
were standardized, it made sense to write a tool to convert between any two formats. The
resulting csv2yaml tool not only provided the solution for the initial quandary, but from that
simplistic parameter model an opportunity presented itself to build a flexible, extensible tool for
general parameter management.

Parameter Definition Formats and Interoperability
With many data processing tools available across the industry, multiple formats have been
generated for storing ICD information. Tools such as IADS, DPS, and CMDP can read
parameter definitions from a format called TMATS, which is standardized in IRIG 106 Chapter
9 [1]. The data processing tool, TIP, developed under project OPAL, uses a YAML file to store
ICD information. Other such tools use various CSV formats to define parameters. Having a
multitude of parameter definition formats for these data processing tools creates interoperability
challenges. If an engineer undergoes the work of creating parameter definitions from an ICD in
one format, it still may be a requirement to process the same data using a tool which uses a
different format. Generating parameter definitions for each of the data processing tools required
for a test can multiply the work of preparing for a test. This is a problem for which PMT
provides a solution. Each format will briefly be described over the following paragraphs, and
PMT’s role in creating interoperability will be discussed.

TMATS
TMATS, the Telemetry Attributes Transfer Standard, is found in Chapter 9 of the IRIG 106
standard maintained by the Range Commanders Council (RCC). TMATS provides syntax and
structure for defining telemetry attributes to include parameter conversion information. The
scope of TMATS is greater than the parameter definition problem. TMATS is also used by
recorders conforming to chapters 10 and 11 of IRIG 106-22, primarily to define the
configuration or setup of the system. Section 10.6.1 of IRIG 106-22 mandates the use of TMATS
for every Chapter 10-compliant recording as the first packet present in the data file. However,
only information about the channels and their data types must be included in this setup record.

While TMATS does provide a way to define all data types and the information required to
convert raw data into the appropriate engineering units, it is not required by the standard that
these details be present in a TMATS record. Often, they are not included. Even in cases where
parameter conversion details are provided, the TMATS format itself is verbose and hard-to-read,
making it an unlikely choice for an ICD.

DPS
CSV files are frequently used to store structured information. ICD information is often stored in
CSV files or transcoded from an original ICD format into CSV. DPS, a data processing tool
developed by ATAC, allows parameter definitions to be imported and exported to the software
using its own specific CSV format.

Fig. 1: A sample of the DPS-CSV format to define a set of 1553 parameters.

In the CSV format used by DPS, a row of text contains the description of a single parameter, and
columns with headers such as Name, Start Word, Start Bit, Length, etc. are used to provide
information required to process 1553 message payloads into engineering units. There can be
other CSV formats used to store parameter information; this is only meant to provide an example
of one CSV structure used in the industry for this purpose.

TIP
YAML is a data serialization language [2] is intended to be easily readable by humans, portable
between programming languages, expressive and extensible, and provide easy implementation
and use [3]. YAML was chosen to be a medium by which parameter definition records would be
maintained, and how they will be provided to the data processing tool, TIP. Some features of
YAML lend it towards such a task. With structures such as sequences and maps, information can
easily be organized in a manner suitable for describing messages and their payloads on avionics
data busses. The YAML file containing this information for TIP makes up a Data Translation
Specification (DTS).

\
Fig.2: In this example, all information needed to understand the contents of a
1553 message is clearly and concisely provided.

A YAML schema file defines the structure of a DTS. Unique schema files were developed to
support the translation of Mil-Std-1553 and ARINC 429 bus parameters. TIP uses this schema to
validate a DTS each time it translates data from one of these bus types. The DTS defines
relationships between messages, transmitting and receiving addresses, word counts, bitrates, and
relevant parameter information. This enables fast ingest of ICD information for translation and
access to specific fields required during translation of raw data to engineering units.

The Parameter Management Tool
"PMT" consists of 3 primary components:
1. An extensible data model
2. A REST API to serve data to clients
3. A browser-based client
Data Model
Based on the prior work of csv2yaml, a common yet extensible representation of a Parameter
was decided upon and implemented using the SQLAlchemy Object-Relational-Mapper or ORM.
This allows developers to declaratively specify their data structures in code (Python, in this case)
which can then be plugged into a variety of SQL or NoSQL backends. For PMT, initial
development was done with the popular SQLite database system and upgraded to PostgreSQL as
more capability was added.

Fig. 3: Parameter model. This class defines a Parameter as used by PMT.

Along with this data model, csv2yaml provided an easy and reusable way to convert between
DPS CSV & TIP YAML using the model as the intermediary format. Thus, import/export of
these two formats was gained for free based on that prior work. At this time, PMT’s
import/export capability is modularized such that a developer can easily add further formats or
variants using simple read/write hooks using the Parameter data model. This additionally gives
interoperability to any PMT supported format which includes DPS CSV and TIP YAML thus
far, with TMATS planned for the near future.
REST API

Fig. 4: A portion of the API relating specifically ro parameter resources.

The initial proof of concept API shipped with approximately 100 lines of Python code thanks to
the popular flask microframework. By maintaining an API loosely coupled with a frontend we
left the option to first scale both frontend and backend independently if needed and subsequently
support any networked paradigm for clients be that browser-based such as we’ve done or native

desktop and mobile apps. The API is also browsable using common open-source tools which
allows it to be somewhat self-documenting as seen in the figure above.
Vue.js Frontend

Fig. 5: Vue.js along with the Vuetify framework used to provide clean and practical UI.

In the era of cloud-centric computing, a browser-based user interface made sense for our initial
frontend. We decided to use the Vue.js library in conjunction with the Vuetify framework which
provides vetted and full-featured user interface components. Linking these libraries to an API is
a relatively straightforward and commonly used pattern. Thanks to this existing body of work
from the open-source community we were able to focus on refining the feature set and user
experience rather than getting bogged down in repetitively recreating tables with simple text
fields.

Software Portability
PMT was written in such a way as to be usable on bare-metal Linux, Windows, or macOS. It can
also be deployed in a containerized fashion to include Kubernetes. As a proof-of-concept PMT
has been tested against standard hardened images from the DOD Platform One Iron Bank (a first
step to deploying PMT in a DOD cloud environment). All these practices mean PMT can be run
on individual workstations, local network shares, or in a variety of cloud environments.

CONCLUSIONS
The PMT application provides a capability needed by every data reduction team. Based on
modern software practices, including continuous integration / continuous delivery (CI/CD), PMT
can be rapidly deployed and updated to meet new user requirements. Maintaining configuration
control on all sources of information used to convert raw data into engineering units helps assure
accurate data products based on the appropriate conversions.
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